
INT. BAR - NIGHT

STORCH enters, sees FLAXSON sitting at bar. Crosses and 
sits.

STORCH
I’ll never get it.

BARTENDER moves toward Storch who waves her off.

FLAXSON
Hmm?

STORCH
Bars. This obsession with bars. Like 
there’s nowhere else we could possibly 
meet.

FLAXSON
I’ve got a lot of fond memories of this 
place. Well, maybe a little hazy, but… 
(lifting drink) comes with the territory.

STORCH
Why not pizza? Joe’s Pizza. One of the 
best slices around.

FLAXSON
For L.A..

STORCH
For L.A., fine. You’re not in NY anymore, 
Serpico.

FLAXSON
That’s for sure.

STORCH
Would it kill you to grab a slice? Some 
kind of rule against eating some ‘za 
while you’re… you know -- breakin’ the 
rules?

Flaxson looks at their drink and tilts it a few times 
clinking the ices cubes.

STORCH (CONT’D)
Oh, shit. Don’t tell me you need the 
Dutchman’s courage?

FLAXSON
That’s racist.
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STORCH
Wow. You are right.

Storch rises from bar stool and addresses the sparse 
crowd.

STORCH (CONT’D)
I’d like to apologize to any Dutch people 
I may have offended. Dutch, or… 
Holland…aise types.

FLAXSON
Sit down.

STORCH
Let’s just call it the whole, what -- 
Netherlands?

Bartender shoots a glare from the end of the bar.

BARTENDER
Flaxson - your friend’s cut off.

Flaxson nods resignedly.

STORCH
Wow. This place is tough. Bartender’s 
willing to cut off the only person not 
drinking.

FLAXSON
You want to hear what I got or is there a 
second act to your routine?

STORCH
You wouldn’t believe it.

FLAXSON
Wouldn’t believe what?

STORCH
What passes for… what -- education? -- 
qualification? -- these days.

FLAXSON
You want to gripe you’ve got to be 
drinking. Good thing you’re at a bar. Oh! 
Damn. But you just got cut off. Guess 
you’ll just have to save your diatribe 
for your old lady. Fuck me. That’s in the 
shitter too, isn’t it?

STORCH
My point exactly.
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FLAXSON
What? That no one likes you?

STORCH
Diatribe. How am I supposed to live in a 
world where a broken down alcoholic beat 
cop who’s on the take can use a word like 
‘diatribe’ while I have yet to find a 
single millennial on my staff who is 
willing to actually proofread one of 
their undoubtedly world-shaking pieces 
before they vomit it out onto the 
blogosphere.

FLAXSON
You talk like that at home no wonder she 
left you.

Storch looks away.

STORCH
A slice. A slice. My kingdom for a slice.

FLAXSON
So? You want it or not?

STORCH
Oh, please -- thrill me with the latest 
evil deeds of our best and bravest. Just -
- can it, for once, not be a race thing?

FLAXSON
Hmpf. When you hear what this is -- 
you’re gonna wish it was as simple as 
‘black and white.’
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